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Abstract. We develop the foundations of the theory of relatively geometric actions of relatively

hyperbolic groups on CAT(0) cube complexes, a notion introduced in our previous work [5].

In the relatively geometric setting we prove: full relatively quasi-convex subgroups are convex

compact; an analog of Agol’s Theorem; and a version of Haglund–Wise’s Canonical Completion

and Retraction.

1. Introduction

The interaction between the geometry of CAT(0) cube complexes and that of hyperbolic groups

is at the center of some of the most powerful aspects of Haglund and Wise’s theory of (virtually)

special cube complexes [12], which in turn was at the center of the resolution of the Virtual Haken

Conjecture [1], and the Virtual Fibering Conjecture [1] in the closed case. In the case of finite-

volume hyperbolic 3–manifolds, the Virtual Fibering Conjecture was resolved by Wise [22], also

using virtually special cube complexes, but now using the relatively hyperbolic geometry of the

fundamental group.

In search of more general results, there have been numerous papers dealing with relatively hyper-

bolic groups acting on CAT(0) cube complexes. See, for example, [15], [21], or [20]. These papers

typically deal with proper actions, which are either co-compact, or co-sparse.

In [5], we introduced a new kind of action for a relatively hyperbolic group on a CAT(0) cube

complex, a relatively geometric action (see Definition 1.1 below). If a relatively hyperbolic pair

(G,P) acts relatively geometrically on a space X then X is quasi-isometric to the coned-off Cayley

graph for (G,P), and hence in particular is δ–hyperbolic for some δ. We believe that relatively

geometric actions on CAT(0) cube complexes should have as rich a theory as hyperbolic groups

acting properly and cocompactly on CAT(0) cube complexes. In this paper, we begin a systematic

investigation of such actions. In a relatively geometric action, the parabolic subgroups P act ellipti-

cally on the cube complex, so in contrast to either of the kinds of proper actions mentioned above,

relatively geometric actions may exist even when the parabolic subgroups do not act on CAT(0)
cube complexes in interesting ways. Therefore, we expect that the class of relatively hyperbolic

groups acting relatively geometrically on CAT(0) cube complexes is substantially broader than the

class acting geometrically, thus bringing these powerful techniques to bear in a much wider setting.
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A final reason that relatively geometric actions are desirable is that the techniques of Dehn filling

developed by the second author and Manning in [9] are applicable to relatively geometric actions,

as we used already in [5]. This is a theme we further explore in this paper.

We now state our main results. First, recall the definition of relatively geometric (see Section 2

for other definitions).

Definition 1.1. Suppose that (G,P) is a group pair. A (cellular) action of G on a cell complex X̃

is relatively geometric (with respect to P) if

(1) G/X̃ is compact;

(2) Each element of P acts elliptically on X̃; and

(3) Each stabilizer in G of a cell in X̃ is either finite or else conjugate to a finite-index subgroup

of an element of P.

In order to state our results, we make the following standing assumption.

Assumption 1.2. Suppose that (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic and that X̃ is a CAT(0) cube complex

which admits a relatively geometric action of G with respect to P. Let X = G/X̃ .

In Sageev–Wise [21] and Haglund [11] it is proved that if a hyperbolic group G acts geometrically

on a CAT(0) cube complex and H is a quasi-convex subgroup of G then there is a convex H–

invariant and H–cocompact subcomplex. Thus, H also acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0)
cube complex, and in the virtually special setting this is what allows the canonical completion and

retraction construction of Haglund–Wise [12] to be applied.

Our first result, proved in Section 3, is a relatively geometric analogue of the above-mentioned

results of [21] and [11]. For a relatively hyperbolic analogue in the proper and cocompact or cosparse

settings, see [21].

Theorem 1.3. Under Assumption 1.2, for any full relatively quasi-convex subgroup H of G and

any compact K ⊂ X̃ there exists a convex H–invariant sub-complex Ỹ of X̃ so that K ⊂ Ỹ and H/Ỹ
is compact.

In order to solve the Virtual Haken and Virtual Fibering Conjectures, Agol proved that any

hyperbolic group acting geometrically on a CAT(0) cube complex is virtually special. The next

result is a relatively geometric version of Agol’s Theorem, and is proved in Section 4.

Theorem 1.4. Under Assumption 1.2, if the elements of P are residually finite then there is a

finite-index subgroup G0 of G so that G0
/X̃ is a special cube complex.

Note that G0/X̃ should be considered as a complex of groups, rather than merely as a space,

so the underlying space being a special cube complex is not obviously as useful as in the case of

Agol’s Theorem. However, the separability properties of full relatively quasi-convex subgroups do
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apply in this setting (see, for example, [10, Theorem 4.7], which works in the more general setting

of “weakly relatively geometric” actions).

In Section 4, we consider a full relatively quasi-convex subgroup H of G and explore the behavior

of the hull Ỹ found in Theorem 1.3 under long Dehn fillings. In particular, a special case of what

we prove is the following result, proved in Section 4. See Sections 2 and 4 for definitions of terms,

and Proposition 4.1 for a description of the subgroups Q.

Theorem 1.5. Make Assumption 1.2, and suppose that elements of P are residually finite. Let

H ≤ G be a full relatively quasi-convex subgroup and let Ỹ be as in Theorem 1.3. For sufficiently

long (Q ∪H)–fillings G → G/K, if KH =K ∩H then X = K/X̃ and Y = KH
/Ỹ are both CAT(0)

cube complexes and the natural map Y →X is an embedding with convex image.

In Section 5, we develop a relatively geometric version of the Canonical Completion and Retrac-

tion (see Theorem 5.2). An application of this construction is the following, proved in Section 5.

Theorem 1.6. Under Assumption 1.2, if the elements of P are residually finite then for any full

relatively quasi-convex subgroup H of G there is a finite-index subgroup H0 ≤ H which is a retract

of a finite-index subgroup of G.

We expect the tools in this paper to be of foundational interest for the further study of relatively

geometric actions. In a future work, we plan to prove a relatively geometric version of the cubulation

result of Hsu–Wise [16]. We expect such a relatively geometric analogue of the Hsu–Wise results

to be the key to proving a relatively geometric version of Wise’s Quasi-convex Hierarchy Theorem,

one of the main results from [22]. Such a result would provide a wealth of examples of relatively

geometric actions on CAT(0) cube complexes.

Convention 1.7. Conjugation of g by h, written gh, is hgh−1.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we collect some basic definitions and results about relatively hyperbolic groups

and relatively hyperbolic Dehn filling needed for this paper.

2.1. Relatively hyperbolic groups and relatively quasi-convex subgroups.

Definition 2.1 (Combinatorial horoball). [7, Definition 3.1] Let Γ be a 1–complex. The combina-

torial horoball based on Γ, denoted H(Γ), is the 1-complex whose vertices are Γ(0) × ({0} ∪N), and

whose edge set consists of (i) edges between (v,0) and (w,0) whenever there is an edge between v

and w in Γ; (ii) for all k > 0 and all v,w ∈ Γ(0) so that 0 < dΓ(v,w) ≤ 2k, an edge between (v, k) and

(w,k); and (iii) edges between (v, k) and (v, k + 1) for all v ∈ Γ(0) and all k ≥ 0.
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In [7], 2–cells are added to combinatorial horoballs, but we do not need them here. According to

[7, Theorem 3.8, Remark 3.9], H(Γ) is 20–hyperbolic for any connected 1–complex Γ.

Definition 2.2 (Cusped space). [7, Definition 3.12] Let G be a group and P a finite collection of

subgroups of G. Further, let S be a generating set for G so that ⟨S ∩ P ⟩ = P for each P ∈ P. Let

Γ(G,S) be the Cayley graph of G with respect to S. The cusped space for (G,P), denoted C(G,P, S),
is obtained by gluing a copy of the combinatorial horoball over the Cayley graph ΓP (S ∩ P ) of P

(with respect to S ∩ P ) to each left translate of the natural copy of ΓP (S ∩ P ) in Γ(G,S).

Definition 2.3. [7, Theorem 3.25] Let (G,P) be a group pair, with G finitely generated, P finite,

and each element of P finitely generated. Then (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic if for some (any)

finite generating set S for G so that ⟨S ∩ P ⟩ = P for each P ∈ P, the cusped space C(G,P, S) is

ν–hyperbolic, for some ν.

There are analogous definitions of relatively hyperbolic pairs (G,P) when G is not finitely gen-

erated, or when P is not finite (see [14, 18], for example) but we do not need them here. The

hyperbolicity of the cusped space for (G,P) does not depend on the choice of S, though of course

the value of ν does.

Convention 2.4. Whenever (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic, we assume elements of P are infinite.

If this is not the case, discard the finite elements. This does not affect the relative hyperbolicity, or

whether or not a given action is relatively geometric.

Definition 2.5. Let (G,P) be relatively hyperbolic, and let H ≤ G. The induced peripheral struc-

ture on H is a collection D of representatives of H–conjugacy classes of maximal infinite parabolic

subgroups of H.

Suppose (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic, that H ≤ G, and let D be the induced peripheral structure

on H. Given D ∈ D there exists PD ∈ P and cD ∈ G so that D ≤ P cDD . Associated to the pairs (G,P)
and (H,D) (along with choices of generating sets) are cusped spaces XG and XH . As explained in

[2, §3], the inclusion ι∶ H → G extends to an H–equivariant Lipschitz proper map ι̌∶ XH →XG.

Definition 2.6. [8, Definition 2.9] (see also [2, Definiton 3.11]) Suppose (G,P) is a relatively

hyperbolic group, that H ≤ G and that D is the induced peripheral structure on H. The subgroup H

is relatively quasi-convex in (G,P) if ι̌(XH) is quasi-convex in XG.

There are many equivalent characterizations of quasi-convexity in relatively hyperbolic groups.

See Hruska [14] for five other conditions (which Hruska proves are all equivalent), and see [17] and

[8] for a proof that the above definition is equivalent to Hruska’s.

Definition 2.7. Let (G,P) be a group pair, H ≤ G a subgroup, and D the induced peripheral

structure on H. The subgroup H is full if for every D ∈ D D is finite-index in a maximal parabolic.
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Since we assume elements of P are finitely generated, and relatively quasi-convex subgroups are

themselves relatively hyperbolic we have the following immediate consequence.

Lemma 2.8. Any full relatively quasi-convex subgroup of (G,P) is finitely generated.

Definition 2.9. Let (G,P) be relatively hyperbolic and C be the cusped space as in Definition 2.2.

A geodesic γ in C penetrates a horoball B to depth R > 0 if there exists a ξ ∈ γ ∩ B with

d(ξ,C ∖B) ≥ R.

Proposition 2.10. [17, Proposition A.6] Let (G,P) be relatively hyperbolic, C a cusped space for

(G,P), and H ≤ G relatively quasi-convex. There exists a constant R depending on G, C and H so

that whenever a horoball B in C is R–penetrated by H we have ∣StabG(B) ∩H ∣ =∞.

2.2. Relatively hyperbolic Dehn filling. Suppose (G,P) is a group pair and that N = {NP ⊴
P ∣ P ∈ P} is a collection of normal subgroups of the peripheral groups. The Dehn filling of (G,P)
determined by N is the pair (G,P), where G = G/K, for K the normal closure in G of ⋃N , and

P is the image of P in G. The elements of N are called filling kernels. We sometimes also write

G = G (NP ∣ P ∈ P), when we want to make the dependence on the choice of filling kernels explicit.

The filling is peripherally finite if NP is finite-index in P for all P ∈ P. If H < G then the filling

is an H–filling if for every g ∈ G, ∣H ∩ P g ∣ = ∞ implies Ng
P ≤ H. If H is a family of subgroups, an

H–filling is a filling which is an H–filling for all H ∈H.

A property P holds for all sufficiently long fillings of (G,P) if there is a finite set S ⊂ ⋃P so that

P holds for any filling where (⋃N )∩S = ∅. There is an obvious meaning to phrases such as ‘for all

sufficiently long H–fillings’, etc.

The following result is the basic result of relatively hyperbolic Dehn filling, and is due to Osin

[19] (see also [7]).

Theorem 2.11. [19, Theorem 1.1] Suppose (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic, and F ⊂ G is finite. For

sufficiently long Dehn fillings G→ G = G (NP ∣ P ∈ P) we have:

(1) For each P ∈ P, the canonical map P /NP → G is injective. Denote the image by P ;

(2) (G,{P ∣ P ∈ P}) is relatively hyperbolic;

(3) The map G→ G is injective on F .

In [2, 1, 8] various results have been proved controlling the image of relatively quasi-convex

subgroups under Dehn filling. We follow [8].

Definition 2.12. Let (G,P) be relatively hyperbolic, and H ≤ G be relatively quasi-convex. Let D
be the induced peripheral structure on H, and for each D ∈ D let PD ∈ P and cD ∈ G be so D ≤ P cDD .

Let G → G (NP ∣ P ∈ P) be a Dehn filling. For D ∈ D, write ND = N cD
PD

∩D. The induced filling

kernels for (H,D) are {ND}D∈D. The induced filling for H is the filling H →H (ND ∣D ∈ D)
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Given (G,P), H ≤ G, a Dehn fillingG→ G (NP ∣ P ∈ P), and the induced fillingH →H (ND ∣D ∈ D)
as in Definition 2.12 it is clear that there is an induced map ι∶ H (ND ∣D ∈ D)→ G (NP ∣ P ∈ P).

The following is an immediate consequence of [8, Propositions 4.5 and 4.6] and [8, Lemma 3.7]

(which states that a sufficiently long H–filling is sufficiently “H–wide”).

Theorem 2.13. Suppose (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic and H ≤ G is relatively quasi-convex. For

sufficiently long H–fillings G→ G, the induced map ι∶ H (ND ∣D ∈ D)→ G (NP ∣ P ∈ P) is injective,

with relatively quasi-convex image.

3. Basic properties of relatively geometric actions

Throughout this section, we make Assumption 1.2. Let q∶ X̃ → G/X̃ be the quotient map.

As noted in [5], the results of Charney–Crisp [4, Theorem 5.1] immediately imply the following

result.

Proposition 3.1. The space X̃ is quasi-isometric to the coned-off Cayley graph of (G,P), and in

particular is δ–hyperbolic for some δ.

Using one of Hruska’s characterizations of relatively quasi-convexity from [14] we obtain the

following result.

Corollary 3.2. Suppose that H is a relatively quasi-convex subgroup of G, and that x ∈ X̃. The

orbit H ⋅ x is quasi-convex in X̃.

Proof. According to [14, (QC-5)], any H–orbit in the coned-off Cayley graph is quasi-convex (in fact,

(QC-5) is stronger than this). Since X̃ is δ–hyperbolic, quasi-isometries take quasi-convex subsets

to quasi-convex subsets, so a quasi-isometry of pairs (G,H)→ (X̃,H ⋅ x) implies the result. �

3.1. Stabilizers of cells.

Notation 3.3. Suppose G is a group and that H1,H2 ≤ G. If H1 and H2 are commensurable in G

then we write H1 ∼H2.

Definition 3.4. Let (G,P) be relatively hyperbolic and let G admit a relatively geometric action on

a CAT(0) cube complex X̃. For P ∈ P define a sub-complex of X̃

C(P ) = ⋃
cells σ

{σ ∣ Stab(σ) ∼ P}.

Proposition 3.5. For any P ∈ P the set C(P ) is compact and convex.

Proof. Recall that elements of P are almost malnormal (see, for example, Farb [6, Example 1,

p.819]). Suppose σ ∈ C(P ) is a cell and g ∈ G∖P . The stabilizer of g ⋅σ is Stab(σ)g, which intersects

P in a finite group (since Stab(σ) ∼ P ), and hence g ⋅ σ ⊈ C(P ).
It follows that the quotient map q∣C(P )∶ C(P )→X is finite-to-one, and since X is compact, C(P )

is compact. It is clear that if x, y ∈ C(P ) then Stab(x) ∼ P ∼ Stab(y) and that if γ is the geodesic
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between x and y then Stab(x) ∩ Stab(y) ∼ P and fixes γ pointwise. It follows that γ ⊆ C(P ), so

C(P ) is convex, as required. �

We now recall a definition and result from Haglund [11].

Definition 3.6. [11, Definition 2.14] Let Z̃ be a CAT(0) cube complex and A be a sub-complex

of Z̃. The (combinatorial) convex hull of A, denoted Hull(A), is the intersection of all convex

sub-complexes containing A.

Given a CAT(0) cube complex Z̃ and a hyperplane H in Z̃, denote Z̃ H the union of cubes

of Z̃ whose intersection with H is empty. This has two connected components, which are called

(combinatorial) half-spaces. See [11, Definition 2.15] for more details. According to [11, Proposition

2.17], any convex sub-complex Y of Z̃ is the intersection of the half-spaces containing Y . Hence, for

any sub-complex A of Z̃, Hull(A) is the intersection of the half-spaces containing A.

3.2. Cocompact Cores for Relatively Geometric Groups. We continue to make Assump-

tion 1.2. In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. This result builds on [21]. By Proposition 3.1, X̃ is

δ–hyperbolic, and by Corollary 3.2 G acts “quasi-convexly” on X̃, in the terminology of [21]. Thus,

the existence of a convex subset of X̃ preserved by H and finite distance from any given H–orbit

follows immediately from [21, Proposition 3.3]. However, X̃ is locally infinite, so it still takes work

to prove that the action of H on this core is cocompact. Recall the statement of Theorem 1.3.

Theorem 1.3. Under Assumption 1.2, for any full relatively quasi-convex subgroup H of G and

any compact K ⊂ X̃ there exists a convex H–invariant sub-complex Ỹ of X̃ so that K ⊂ Ỹ and H/Ỹ
is compact.

Proof. The subgroup H is finitely generated by Lemma 2.8. Let h1, . . . , hk generate H. By replacing

K with the union of the cells whose interiors intersect K we may assume K is a finite sub-complex,

and we may add finitely many 1–cells so K is connected. Since Hull(K) = Hull(K(1)) we may replace

K by its 1–skeleton. Enlarge H ⋅K to a connected subset of X̃(1) by fixing x ∈K(0) and choosing, for

each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a geodesic γi between x and hi ⋅x, and replacing H ⋅K by H ⋅K∪{H ⋅ γi ∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
Denote this (connected, H–cocompact) sub-graph of X̃(1) by ΓH .

It suffices to prove the combinatorial convex hull of ΓH is H–cocompact. By Corollary 3.2, H–

orbits in X̃ are quasi-convex, so by [21, Proposition 3.3] there exists D ≥ 0 so that Hull(ΓH) ⊆
ND(H ⋅K). For the following, let Z ∶= Hull(ΓH), let z ∈ Z(0) and let A = StabH(z). Let Ez,H denote

the collection of edges e adjacent to z in X̃(1) for which the hyperplane We dual to e intersects ΓH

nontrivially. Observe Ez,H is precisely the set of edges adjacent to z which lie in Z. We claim there

are only finitely many A–orbits of edges in Ez,H . If StabG(z) is finite, then this is clear from the

fact that G/X̃ is compact. On the other hand, if A is infinite, then since H is full and the G–action

on X̃ is relatively geometric, A acts cocompactly on the edges adjacent to z, so again the claim is

clear. If z has finite valence there is nothing to show.
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The remaining case is that StabG(z) is infinite, z has infinite valence, and A is finite. For

simplicity, since we have fixed H and z, we simply write E for Ez,H .

Towards a contradiction, suppose E is infinite. For e ∈ E with dual hyperplaneWe, let xe ∈ ΓH∩We,

and let Qe = StabG(We). By passing to an infinite subset of E we may assume:

(1) All elements of E belong to the same StabG(z)–orbit;

(2) The dual hyperplanes We are all pairwise disjoint; and

(3) All xe lie in the same H–orbit.

We may insist on the first point because StabG(z) acts cocompactly on the set of edges adjacent to

z, the second point because X̃ is finite-dimensional, and the third because H acts cocompactly on

ΓH (and all of the intersection points xe lie at the midpoint of some edge in X̃(1)). We henceforth

make the above three assumptions on E (with extra assumptions to come, also ensured by passing

to a further infinite subset).

We claim that for all e ∈ E , ∣Qe ∩ StabG(z)∣ < ∞. Indeed, the StabG(z) orbit of e is infinite, so

StabG(e) has infinite index in StabG(z), and because the action is relatively geometric StabG(e) is

finite. Since Qe ∩ StabG(z) = StabG(e), we have the required claim.

Fix e1 ∈ E , with dual hyperplane W1 = We1 , and let Q1 = Qe1 = StabG(W1), and x1 = xe1 ∈
W1 ∩ ΓH .

For each e ∈ E , choose pe ∈ StabG(z) so pe ⋅ e = e1, and note that pe ⋅We = W1. Since Q1 acts

cocompactly on W1, and we have pe ⋅xe ∈W1, there is an infinite subset E ′ ⊂ E so that for all f1, f2 ∈ E ′

there exists qf1,f2 ∈ Q1 so that qf1,f2pf1 ⋅ xf1 = pf2 ⋅ xf2 , which is to say that p−1
f2
qf1,f2pf1 ⋅ xf1 = xf2 .

We have already ensured that xf1 and xf2 lie in the same H–orbit, so let hf1,f2 ∈ H be so that

hf1,f2 ⋅ xf1 = xf2 . We now see that p−1
f2
qf1,f2pf1h

−1
f1,f2

∈ StabG(xf2).
Now, xf2 is the midpoint of an edge dual to the unique hyperplane Wf2 , so clearly StabG(xf2) ≤

Qf2 , so there exists sf1,f2 ∈ Qf2 so that

p−1
f2 qf1,f2pf1h

−1
f1,f2 = (sf1,f2)

−1
.

From this it follows immediately that

h−1
f1,f2sf1,f2p

−1
f2 qf1,f2pf1 = 1.

We now translate to the cusped space C = C(G,P) for (G,P) (see Definition 2.2). Recall from

Definition 2.3 that the cusped space is ν–hyperbolic for some ν, and that it contains a copy of the

Cayley graph of G. So elements of G are vertices in C (the other vertices lie at some positive depth

and lie in combinatorial horoballs stabilized by the conjugates of elements of P).

Fix f2, and let p = pf2 . Let RH , RQ1 and RQf2
be the constants obtained by applying Proposi-

tion 2.10 to H, Q1, and Qf2 , respectively.
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We now consider other edges f ∈ E ′ and make the following simplifying notational choices: qf =
qf,f2 ∈ Q1, hf = hf,f2 ∈H, sf = sf,f2 ∈ Qf2 . Therefore, the above equation becomes

h−1
f sfp

−1qfpf = 1.

We make some observations. First, sf ∈ Qf2 and hf = hf,f2 was chosen so that hf ⋅ xf = xf2 .

Therefore, hf ⋅Wf =Wf2 and h−1
f sfhf ∈ Qf . As above, Qf ∩ StabG(z) and Q1 ∩ StabG(z) are both

finite. Since p−1
f ∈ StabG(z), Q

p−1f
1 ∩ StabG(z) is also finite. Finally note that qf ∈ Q1.

Now, consider a geodesic pentagon in C with vertices 1, h−1
f , h

−1
f sf , h

−1
f sfp

−1, h−1
f sfp

−1qf , so the

sides are labelled (in order) h−1
f , sf , p−1, qf , pf . Let Bz be the horoball stabilized by StabG(z). We

claim there exists RC > 0 not depending on f so that pf penetrates Bz to a depth at most RC .

Let α be any point on the edge labeled pf . By subdividing the pentagon into 3 triangles and

applying a standard hyperbolic geometry argument, α is at most 3ν from one of the other four sides

of the geodesic pentagon. Therefore, to prove the claim, it suffices to show that each of the other

four sides penetrate StabG(z) to some bounded depth not depending on f . The length of the side

labeled p does not depend on f . Therefore, the claim reduces to proving that the sides labeled h−1
f ,

qf and sf penetrate Bz to a depth bounded independent of f .

We are in the case where A =H ∩StabG(z) is finite, and the side of the pentagon labeled hf has

endpoints in H. Therefore, this side penetrates Bz to a depth at most RH .

Above, we observed Q1 ∩StabG(z) is finite, so a geodesic with endpoints 1 and qf penetrates Bz

to a depth at most RQ1 . Translating by p−1
f ∈ StabG(z) on the right implies that the side of the

pentagon labeled qf penetrates Bz to a depth at most RQ1 .

Recall that ∣Qf ∩ StabG(z)∣ <∞. Therefore, we have:

∣Qf2 ∩ StabG(z)hf ∣ = ∣Qh
−1
f

f2
∩ StabG(z)∣ = ∣Qf ∩ StabG(z)∣ <∞

Thus, any geodesic with endpoints 1 and sf ∈ Qf2 penetrates the horoball stabilized by StabG(z)h
−1
f

to a depth of at most RQf2
. Translating by hf , the side of the pentagon labeled sf penetrates

StabG(z) to a depth at most RQf2
. Hence, we have proved the claim that the side of the pentagon

labeled pf penetrates Bz to a bounded depth not depending on the choice of f .

The bounded depth of pf in Bz implies a bound on the distance (independent of f) between 1

and pf in the naturally embedded copy of the Cayley graph of G in C. Since G is finitely generated,

there are only finitely many possibilities for pf . Recall pf ⋅Wf = W1, so we obtain a contradiction

that implies E is finite, as required.

To finish the proof of Theorem 1.3, we finally prove that the H–action on Z = Hull(ΓH) is

cocompact.

For all y ∈ Z(0) we have dX̃(y,ΓH) ≤ D. Let νy be a shortest path in X̃(1) from ΓH to y. Since

Z = Hull(ΓH) ⊆ ND(H.K) there is a bound on the length of νy. Also, H/ΓH is compact, so up

to the H–action there are only finitely many possibilities for the starting point of νy. Also, νy ∈ Z,

so by the claim each vertex of νy has only finitely many H–orbits of edges in Z adjacent to it. It
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now follows that the number of H–orbits of paths νy is finite, meaning that H/Z is compact, as

required. �

To ensure that these convex cores are compatible with the relatively hyperbolic geometry, we

want to ensure they satisfy a condition similar to fullness.

Corollary 3.7. Let (G,P) be a group pair acting relatively geometrically on a CAT(0) cube complex

X̃, let H be a full relatively quasiconvex subgroup. For any compact K0 ⊆ X̃ there exists a convex

H–invariant subset ỸH,K0 ⊂ X̃ so that (i) K0 ⊆ ỸH,K0 ; (ii) For each P ∈ P we have C(P ) ⊂ ỸH,K0 ;

and (iii) H/ỸH,K0 is compact. Moreover, the H–action on ỸH,K0 is relatively geometric.

Proof. There are finitely many P ∈ P and by Proposition 3.5 each C(P ) is compact, so we can

choose K = C(P ) ∪K0 and apply Theorem 1.3. That the H–action is relatively geometric follows

immediately from the following facts: (i) the G–action on X̃ is relatively geometric; (ii) H is full

relatively quasi-convex; and (iii) H/ỸH,K0 is compact. �

4. Dehn Filling and cube complexes

In previous papers such as [1, 22, 9, 5] the combination of (relatively) hyperbolic groups acting

on CAT(0) cube complexes and the behavior under Dehn filling has yielded very powerful tools.

We continue in this theme, in the context of relatively geometric actions.

The following result is [5, Proposition 2.3], and is an immediate consequence of [9, Corollary 6.5].

It follows immediately from the definition of relatively geometric that there exists a family Q as in

the statement below.

Proposition 4.1. [5, Proposition 2.3] Suppose (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic and that G admits

a relatively geometric action on a CAT(0) cube complex X̃. Let Q be a collection of finite-index

subgroups of elements of P so that any infinite cell stabilizer contains a conjugate of an element of

Q. For sufficiently long Q–fillings

G→ G = G/K

of (G,P), the quotient K/X̃ is a CAT(0) cube complex.

Corollary 4.2. Let (G,P) and Q be as in Proposition 4.1. For sufficiently long Q–fillings G →
G = G (NP ∣ P ∈ P), where each P /NP is virtually special and hyperbolic, the group G is virtually

special and hyperbolic.

In particular, for sufficiently long peripherally finite Q–fillings, G is hyperbolic and virtually

special.1

1Recall a group is virtually special if it has a finite-index subgroup which admits a proper and cocompact action

on a CAT(0) cube complex with quotient a special cube complex.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.11, for sufficiently long fillings G → G = G (NP ∣ P ∈ P) the natural map

P /NP → G is an embedding for each P ∈ P and the pair (G,{P /NP ∣ P ∈ P}) is relatively hyperbolic.

Thus, if each P /NP is hyperbolic then G itself is a hyperbolic group. Since (G,{P /NP }) is relatively

hyperbolic, the subgroups P /NP of G are quasi-convex.

By Proposition 4.1 for sufficiently long Q–fillings the space X ∶= K/X̃ is a CAT(0) cube complex,

and G = G/K acts on X. The quotient G/X has the same underlying space as G/X̃ , so is compact.

The cell stabilizers for the G–action on X are finite-index subgroups of the parabolic subgroups,

and so these cell stabilizers are also quasi-convex in G. Therefore, if each P /NP is hyperbolic and

virtually special then G is virtually special by [9, Theorem D]. �

We now prove Theorem 1.4 from the introduction. Recall the statement.

Theorem 1.4. Under Assumption 1.2, if the elements of P are residually finite then there is a

finite-index subgroup G0 of G so that G0
/X̃ is a special cube complex.

Proof. Because the elements of P are residually finite, by Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 there

is a peripherally finite filling G → G = G/K so that G is virtually special and X = K/X̃ is a

CAT(0) cube complex. Thus, there is a finite-index subgroup G0 ≤ G so that G0/X is a special

cube complex. Let G0 be the (finite-index) pre-image of G0 in G, and observe that the underlying

space of G0/X̃ is the same as the underlying space of G0/X . �

4.1. Cores map to cores under suitable fillings. Suppose (G,P) acts relatively geometrically

on the CAT(0) cube complex X̃ with residually finite peripherals. Let Q be the set of subgroups

from Proposition 4.1, so that for sufficiently long Q–fillings G→ G/K the space K/X̃ is a CAT(0)
cube complex. Let H be a full relatively quasi-convex subgroup of G and let Ỹ ⊂ X̃ be a convex

H–invariant and H–cocompact sub-complex, the existence of which is guaranteed by Theorem 1.3.

The following summarizes a collection of known and straightforward results about the existence

of certain well-controlled Dehn fillings.

Proposition 4.3. For sufficiently long (Q ∪ {H})–fillings G→ G/K, the following statements hold:

(1) The induced maps from each P /NP to G/K are injective, and if P is the image of P /NP
then (G/K,{P ∣ P ∈ P}) is relatively hyperbolic;

(2) If KH ⊴H is the kernel of the induced filling of H then KH =K ∩H;

(3) If H denotes the image of H in G/K, and D is the collection of images of elements of D
then (H,D) is relatively quasi-convex in (G/K,{P});

(4) X = K/X̃ is a CAT(0) cube complex;

(5) Y = KH
/Ỹ is a CAT(0) cube complex;

(6) If Q1 and Q2 are distinct maximal parabolic subgroups then K ∩Q1 ∩Q2 = {1};
(7) If S is a finite cell stabilizer, then S ∩K = ∅.

(8) The induced map Y →X is an immersion.
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Proof. Each of the items can be shown to hold for sufficiently long (Q ∪ {H})–fillings, and then

we can take a single filling to satisfy them all. Thus, we explain how to ensure each of the items

individually. Item 1 follows from Theorem 2.11. Items 2 and 3 follow from Theorem 2.13. Item 4

follows from Proposition 4.1. For Item 5, note that the H–action on Ỹ is relatively geometric by

Corollary 3.7, so this item also follows from Proposition 4.1.

Consider Item 6. It follows immediately from [8, Lemma 2.6] that there are only finitely many

G–conjugacy classes of intersections of maximal parabolic subgroups Q1 ∩Q2 and that each such

intersection is finite. Therefore, ensuring Item 6 involves excluding finitely many elements from the

filling kernels, so this item holds for sufficiently long fillings. For Item 7, there are finitely many

conjugacy classes of finite stabilizers by cocompactness of the action. Item 7 then follows by again

excluding finitely many elements from the filling kernels.

Finally, we prove that we can ensure Item 8. Consider the set of cells τ ∈ Ỹ so that StabG(τ) is

infinite, but StabH(τ) is finite. Since H/Ỹ is compact, there are only finitely many cells ρ1, . . . , ρk

in Ỹ which contain τ . For each such distinct pair ρi, ρj so that StabG(ρi) is finite, let Fi,j be the

(possibly empty) finite set of elements g ∈ StabG(τ) so that g ⋅ ρi = ρj . There are only finitely many

H–orbits of cells in Ỹ , so by Theorem 2.11 for sufficiently long fillings G→ G/K we have Fi,j∩K = ∅
for all such i, j (and τ). Now suppose that G→ G/K is such a (Q ∪ {H})–filling so that also Items 2,

4 and 5 hold. Further, by taking a longer filling if necessary, we suppose that for any cell κ in X

so that StabG(κ) is finite we have K ∩ StabG(κ) = ∅. In order to obtain a contradiction, suppose

that Y → X is not an immersion and let σ1 and σ2 be adjacent (distinct) cells in Y with the same

image in X. Note that σ1 ∩ σ2 is a cell in Y . We may lift to cells σ1, σ2 in Y with τ = σ1 ∩ σ2 a cell

in Y . Since the images of σ1 and σ2 are equal in X there exists k ∈ K so that k ⋅ σ1 = σ2. Since X

is a CAT(0) cube complex, we have k ⋅ τ = τ , so k ∈ StabG(τ). If StabG(τ) is finite, then we have

K ∩ StabG(τ) = ∅, so there is no such k. Therefore, we may assume that StabG(τ) is infinite. If

StabH(τ) is also infinite, then because we have a relatively geometric action, and the filling is an

H–filling, we have K ∩ StabG(τ) ≤H, which means that σ1 = σ2 in Y , contrary to our choice.

We are left with the possibility that StabG(τ) is infinite, but StabH(τ) is finite. In this case, we

have σ1 = ρi and σ2 = ρj for some i and j, where the ρi and ρj are as chosen above, and we clearly

have k ∈ Fi,j , contradicting the assumption about our filling. This completes the proof. �

We now prove the main result of this section, which immediately implies Theorem 1.5 from the

introduction.

Theorem 4.4. For all sufficiently long (Q ∪ {H})–fillings G → G, the immersion f ∶ Y → X is an

embedding, and (the image of) Y is convex in X.

Proof. LetQ be the set of subgroups as in Proposition 4.1. Let D be the induced peripheral structure

for H. Let QH = Q ∪ {H}.
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We only consider QH–fillings which are long enough to satisfy the conclusions of Proposition 4.3.

We impose a further condition below so that if both conditions are simultaneously satisfied then Y

is convex in X.

For a cell σ ⊆ X̃, denote the G–orbit of σ by JσK. Moreover, for a cell τ ⊆ Ỹ , let JτKH denote the

H–orbit of τ . Consider the set S of all pairs (Je1KH , Je2KH), where e1 and e2 are (oriented) edges

in X̃ so that there exist e′1 ∈ Je1KH and e′2 ∈ Je2KH so that e′1 and e′2 have the same initial vertex,

and so that e′1 and e′2 bound the corner of a square in X̃. Since H/Ỹ is compact, S is finite. By

rechoosing e2 if necessary, we always assume that if (Je1KH , Je2KH) ∈ S then the edges e1, e2 in Ỹ

share the same initial vertex.

Let S ′ denote the set of all ρ = (Je1KH , Je2KH) ∈ S so that

(1) e1 and e2 do not bound a square in Ỹ ; and

(2) StabG(e1) and StabG(e2) are finite.

Let ρ = (Je1KH , Je2KH) ∈ S ′. Since Ỹ is convex in X̃, e1 and e2 do not bound a square in X̃ either.

Furthermore, since StabG(e1) is finite and because the action of G on X̃ is cocompact, there are

only finitely many squares f1, . . . , fk adjacent to e1 in X̃. For each fi, let êi2 be the edge of fi which

shares the initial vertex of e1.

Since StabG(e2) is finite there are only finitely many elements g ∈ G so that for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
we have g ⋅ êi2 = e2. Let Fρ denote the set of all such g, and let F be the union of the Fρ over all

ρ ∈ S ′. Note that each Fρ is finite and S ′ ⊆ S is finite, so F is finite.

By Theorem 2.11 for sufficiently long fillings G → G/K , K ∩ F = ∅. Fix now a QH–filling

G→ G/K long enough to satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 4.3, and also so that K ∩F = ∅.

We claim that with such a filling, and the notation as above, the subspace Y is convex in X. In

order to obtain a contradiction, suppose that there are edges e1, e2 ∈ Y so that e1 and e2 do not

bound a square in Y but they do bound a square f in X.

Lift e1 to an edge e1 in Ỹ , and e2 to an edge e2 with the same initial vertex, x say, as e1. Let

f be a lift of f to X̃ so that e1 is an edge on the boundary of f . Since f /∈ Y , we see that f /∈ Ỹ .

Moreover, there is no square in X̃ with e1 and e2 at a corner, because Ỹ is convex in X̃.

Let ê2 be the edge on the boundary of f with initial point x. Because the images of ê2 and e2

are both e2 in X, there exists k ∈K ∩ StabG(x) so k ⋅ ê2 = e2.

First suppose that StabG(e1) is infinite. Since the G–action on X̃ is relatively geometric,

StabG(e1) is finite-index in StabG(x), and sinceG→ G/K is aQH–filling, StabG(x)∩K ≤ StabG(e1).
Therefore, k ⋅ e1 = e1, so k ⋅ f is a 2–cell which has e1 and e2 as a corner. This is a contradiction, so

StabG(e1) is finite.

Now suppose that StabG(e2) is infinite. In this case, K∩StabG(x) ≤ StabG(e2), which contradicts

the equation k ⋅ ê2 = e2. Therefore, StabG(e2) is also finite.
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Using J⋅K to denote orbits as above, (Je1KH , Je2KH) ∈ S ′. Then k ∈ Fρ ⊆ F , contradicting K∩F = ∅.

This contradiction proves the immersion Y → X is locally convex. Since X is a CAT(0) cube

complex, a locally convex immersion is an embedding with convex image, completing the proof. �

5. Completion and retraction with complexes of groups

In this section we prove Theorem 1.6. Our approach is to prove a relatively geometric analogue

of the canonical completion and retraction due to Haglund and Wise [12] (see Theorem 5.9 below).

We prove this by applying a Dehn filling as in Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, applying Agol’s

Theorem [1, Theorem 1.1], passing to a carefully chosen finite-index subgroup, applying the Haglund-

Wise construction, and then noting that the retraction of cube complexes induces a retraction of

complexes of groups. For the basic theory of complexes of groups, we refer to [3, III.C].

Remark 5.1. The completion and retraction we construct in Theorem 5.9 below relies on a partic-

ular Dehn filling, and so is not as “canonical” as that of Haglund–Wise.

5.1. The canonical completion for relatively geometric complexes of groups. The follow-

ing result summarizes Haglund and Wise’s construction of the canonical completion and retraction

for special cube complexes.

Theorem 5.2. [12, §6], [13, §3] Suppose that A and B are cube complexes, that B is special, that

A is compact and that f ∶ A → B is a locally convex combinatorial map. There exists a pair of cube

complexes C(A,B) and C⊟(A,B), along with

(1) A homeomorphism s∶ C⊟(A,B)→ C(A,B);
(2) A finite (combinatorial) covering p∶ C(A,B)→ B;

(3) A (combinatorial) embedding i∶ A→ C⊟(A,B) so that s ○ i is a (combinatorial) embedding,

and p ○ s ○ i = f ;

(4) A cellular retraction r∶ C⊟(A,B)→ A (so r ○ i = IdA).

The following diagram commutes:

C⊟(A,B)
r

��

s // C(A,B)

p

��
A

i

::

f

// B

As described in [13, Definition 3.5], C⊟(A,B) is obtained from C(A,B) by sub-dividing certain

cubes (some of those outside of the image of A), and the map r maps each cube onto a face of a

cube in the target by orthogonal projection.

Our goal is to set up a situation of complexes of groups so that the underlying spaces are arranged

in a diagram as above. We then explain how to turn the corresponding maps into morphisms of
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complexes of groups, giving Theorem 1.6. We now record the set up to our construction in the

following assumption, which builds on Assumption 1.2.

Assumption 5.3. Suppose that (G,P) is relatively hyperbolic, that X̃ is a CAT(0) cube complex

which admits a relatively geometric action of G with respect to P, and let X = G/X̃ . Further,

suppose all elements of P are residually finite.

Let H be a full relatively quasi-convex subgroup, and let (H,D) be the peripheral structure on

H induced from (G,P). If D ∈ D and D ≤ P cDD for some cD ∈ G and PD ∈ P, let C(PD) be

the sub-complex of X̃ associated to PD from Definition 3.4. Let Ỹ ⊂ X̃ be a convex H–invariant

and H–cocompact subcomplex as in the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 so that for each D ∈ D we have

cD ⋅C(PD) ⊂ Ỹ (this can be ensured by Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 1.3).

Let Q be a collection of subgroups as in the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1.

Let π∶ G → G = G (NP ∣ P ∈ P) = G/K be a peripherally finite (Q ∪ {H})–filling which satisfies

the conclusions of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4.

Let H be the image of H in G, and let X = K/X̃ , Y = KH
/Ỹ be as in Proposition 4.3.

For the remainder of this section, we make Assumption 5.3.

Proposition 5.4. The group G is hyperbolic and virtually special. In particular, it is residually

finite and virtually torsion-free. Moreover, there is a finite-index torsion-free subgroup G0 ≤ G so

that G0
/X is a special cube complex.

Proof. Since the filling G → G is peripherally finite, G is hyperbolic relative to finite groups, and

hence is hyperbolic. Moreover, G acts cocompactly on the CAT(0) cube complex X (since G/X

and G/X̃ have the same underlying space). Because the G–action on X̃ is relatively geometric, it

follows that stabilizers for the G–action on X are finite. Thus, the hyperbolic group G acts properly

and cocompactly on the CAT(0) cube complex X. By Agol’s Theorem, G is virtually special, and

hence residually finite. It is well known that any residually finite hyperbolic group is virtually

torsion-free, so there is a torsion-free finite-index subgroup G0 ≤ G so that G0
/X is a special cube

complex, as required. �

Let B = G0/X . Since G0 is torsion-free, G0 = π1(B). Define H0 = H ∩G0, and note that H0 is

torsion-free, so acts freely on Y . Let A = H0
/Y . The convex embedding Y →X from the conclusion

of Theorem 4.4 descends to a locally convex immersion f ∶ A → B. Since B is special, Theorem 5.2

applies to the map f ∶ A→ B, and we obtain the canonical completion C(A,B), and its subdivided

version C⊟(A,B) as in Theorem 5.2. Let G1 be the finite-index subgroup of G0 corresponding to

the finite cover C(A,B)→ B. By the construction of the canonical completion H0 ≤ G1.

Let C = C⊟(A,B), so G1 = π1(C) (recall C⊟(A,B) is homeomorphic to C(A,B)). Since A→ C

is an inclusion as a sub-complex, Ỹ is a convex sub-complex of C̃.
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Let C̃ be the induced sub-divided version of X̃, and let G1 = π−1 (G1), a finite-index subgroup

of G0, and H0 = H ∩G1, a finite-index subgroup of H so π(H0) = H0. The universal cover C of C

is a CAT(0) cube complex which is a sub-divided version of X.

There is a G1–action on C̃ and an H0–action on Ỹ , so that the underlying space of G1/C̃ is C

and the underlying space of H0/Ỹ is A. Observe the G1–action on C̃ is relatively geometric, with

respect to the induced peripheral structure (G1,P1) on G1.

Proposition 5.5. The following properties for the G1–action on C̃ and the H0–action on Ỹ hold:

(1) Stabilizers in G1 of cells in C̃ are either trivial or else maximal parabolic subgroups of G1.

(2) If P1 ∈ P1 then the sub-complex C(P1) from Definition 3.4 has cells whose stabilizers are

exactly P1, and C(P1) embeds in C under the quotient map.

(3) If σ ∈ Ỹ is a cell with nontrivial H0–stabilizer then StabH0(σ) = StabG1(σ).

Proof. Stabilizers are already finite or finite-index in a maximal parabolic because the action is

relatively geometric. Since G1 is torsion free and π∶ G → G is injective on finite stabilizers by

Proposition 4.3.(7), G1 has no nontrivial finite cell stabilizers. The filling π ∶ G → G is a Q–filling

and π is injective on the finite groups {P /NP }, so because G1 is torsion free any infinite stabilizer

must be maximal parabolic in G1. This proves (1).

Item (2) follows because all non-trivial stabilizers are maximal parabolic in G1 and maximal

parabolic subgroups are malnormal.

For Item (3), suppose σ ∈ Ỹ has StabH0(σ) ≠ {1}. By Proposition 4.3.(7) the map H → H is

injective on finite cell stabilizers. Moreover, H0 is torsion-free, and H0 is the induced filling of H0.

Therefore, StabH0(σ) is infinite, and hence full parabolic. Let Q be the maximal parabolic subgroup

of G1 containing StabH0(σ). The fact that G1 is torsion-free implies that StabH0(σ) = StabG1(σ),
as required. �

The actions of G1 on C̃ and H0 on Ỹ give rise to a pair of complexes of groups G(C) and H(A),
with underlying scwols C arising from C and A arising from A, respectively. The map i∶ A → C

gives rise to a (non-degenerate) morphism of scwols fi∶ A → C as in [3, III.C.1.5]. A complex of

groups comes with a collection of data, one part of which is “twisting elements” (see [3, Definition

III.C.2.1]. A complex of groups is simple if all the twisting elements are trivial (see [3, III.C.2.1]).

To build the complexes of groups G(C) and H(A), follow the construction from [3, § III.C.2.9]. This

construction involves some choices (of the lifts of objects, and of the elements ha). However, we

make the following observation.

Lemma 5.6. We may make choices in the constructions of G(C) and H(A) so that both are simple

complexes of groups.

Proof. Suppose σ is an object in C whose stabilizer is nontrivial, then we lift to (the scwol X
associated to) X and obtain a nontrivial cell stabilizer in G1. By Proposition 5.5.(2) the set of
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objects in C whose stabilizers intersect Stab(σ) nontrivially can be simultaneously lifted to X when

defining G(C), so for these cells the twisting elements can be chosen to be trivial. For other cells,

the stabilizer is trivial, so twisting elements are trivial. The proof for H(A) is the same. �

By [3, Corollary III.C.2.18], the H0–equivariant inclusion Ỹ → X̃ induces a morphism of complexes

of groups φ∶ H(A) → G(C) over fi. We can, and do, consider the morphism fi to be inclusion, so

that objects and arrows of A are contained in C. By choosing lifts of A before lifts of C when defining

the complex of groups structures, we can ensure that if σ is an object of A, and Hσ is nontrivial,

then Hσ = Gσ, and the map φσ ∶ Hσ → Gσ is the identity.

Now, let r∶ C → A be the canonical retraction from Theorem 5.2, and let fr ∶ C → A be the

associated morphism of scwols (since cells in C may be collapsed under r, the morphism fr is

probably degenerate).

We now define a morphism of complexes of groups θ∶ G(C) → H(A) over fr. Let σ be an object

of C, and consider the object fr(σ) ∈ A.

Lemma 5.7. Either Hfr(σ) = Gσ or else Hfr(σ) ∩Gσ = {1}.

Proof. The subgroup Hfr(σ) is a cell stabilizer for the action of H0 on Ỹ , so if Hfr(σ) ≠ {1} then

by Proposition 5.5.(3) Hfr(σ) is a cell stabilizer for the action of G1 on C̃. Cell stabilizers for the

action of G1 on C̃ are either trivial or maximal parabolic. Therefore, either Gσ =Hfr(σ) or they are

distinct cell stabilizers in G1 and have trivial intersection by Proposition 4.3.(6) and the construction

of G1. �

In case Hfr(σ) = Gσ define θσ to be the identity map, and in case Hfr(σ) ∩Gσ = {1} define θσ

to be the trivial map. For each arrow a ∈ C, define the element θ(a) to be the identity element of

Ht(fr(σ)).

This data defines the structure of a morphism of complexes of groups θ, as follows from the next

result (where ψfr(a) and ψa are the homomorphisms in the complexes of groups H(A) and G(C)
respectively).

Lemma 5.8. For each arrow a of C we have

ψfr(a)θi(a) = θt(a)ψa.

Proof. Suppose first that Gt(a) ≠ Ht(fr(a)). Then Gt(a) ∩Ht(fr(a)) = {1} by Lemma 5.7. If θi(a) is

non-trivial, then Gi(a) = Hi(fr(a)). The local maps ψa, ψfr(a) are inclusions, so Gt(a) ∩Ht(fr(a)) is

non-trivial, a contradiction. Therefore, θi(a) must be trivial, and the lemma holds in this case.

On the other hand, suppose that Gt(a) = Ht(fr(a)). Then θt(a) is the identity map. Non-trivial

cell stabilizers in G1 are maximal parabolic by Proposition 5.5.(1) and intersections of maximal

parabolics are trivial by Proposition 4.3.(6). Therefore, Gi(a) is trivial or Gi(a) = Gt(a). In the

first case, θi(a) is the trivial map and the lemma follows, so suppose Gi(a) = Gt(a). Similarly, if
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Gi(a) is trivial, then the lemma follows, so assume Gi(a) is maximal parabolic in G1. Note that

θi(a)ψa(Gi(a)) = Gi(a). Also, we have (in this case) Gi(a) = Gt(a) = Ht(fr(a). Moreover, Ht(fr(a)) is

some maximal parabolic in H0, which in turn is finite-index in a maximal parabolic in H. Because

we chose Ỹ to contain all of the cD ⋅C(PD) in Assumption 5.3, and because Ỹ is H–invariant, we

see that C(Gi(a)) ⊆ Ỹ . Then i(a) is a cell in the image of H0
/Ỹ ⊆ G1

/X̃ that is fixed by fr.

Therefore, θi(a) is the identity map, and the lemma follows. �

It follows immediately from the construction that θ ○ φ = IdH(A).

The induced map on π1 from φ is the inclusion ι∶ H0 → G1. Moreover, if ρ∶ G1 →H0 is ρ = π1(θ)
then the fact that θ○φ = IdH(A) implies ρ○ι = IdH0 . This proves Theorem 1.6 from the introduction.

For future use, we summarize the above construction in the following result (in the statement

below, we elide the difference between a quotient space and the induced complex of groups).

Theorem 5.9. Make Assumption 1.2, and suppose further that elements of P are residually finite.

Let H be a full relatively quasiconvex subgroup of G. There exist

● a cocompact convex core Ỹ ⊆ X̃ for H;

● finite index subgroups H0 ≤H and G1 ≤ G, so H0 ≤ G1;

● and a subdivision C̃ of X̃ with an embedding Ỹ ↪ C̃;

together with morphisms of complexes of groups:

φ ∶ H0
/Ỹ → G1

/X̃ and θ ∶ G1
/X̃ → H0

/Ỹ

so that

● the underlying map of φ is an embedding of special cube complexes

● for each cell σ of H0
/Ỹ , the local groups Hσ and Gφ(σ) are equal and the map φσ ∶ Hσ →

Gφ(σ) is the identity map.

● θ ○ φ is the identity morphism on H0
/Ỹ .
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